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Increasing Pressures in all
Health-Care Systems
► Population

demography

 Aging population in almost all countries
 Increasing obesity and physical inactivity
► Patient/Public

expectation

 More possibilities to intervene beneficially
 “a pill for every ill!”
 Lifestyle drugs/disease mongering
► Changing

environment for new medicines

 Mature market place

Pharmaceutical Market 2011
► Three

decades of major advances
► Effective medicines for most common
diseases
 Often now ‘generic’ agents at low cost
 Most needs met (at least to some extent)
► New

medicines of two main types

 Extend choice in existing crowded areas
 New options in niche areas of unmet need

Extension of Choice - 1
► Putative

greater benefit

 Better efficacy/effectiveness/adherence
 Improved safety/tolerability
 Part of the step-wise improvement in drug
therapy
► BUT
► Efficacy

claims often based on surrogate
end-points
► Safety never a ‘known quantity’ at launch
► Premium price inevitable

Extension of Choice – 2
► Do

the extra benefits justify the extra costs?

 What is the real magnitude of extra health gain?
 Are there patient groups (or even individual
patients) who derive special benefits?
 What are the opportunity costs for the health-care
system?
►…could

be large, even very large!

 How much will we pay for modest step-wise
progress?
► Can

we define the rational use….?

 ….and then influence/control/monitor actual use?

New Options for Unmet Need - 1
► Often

niche indications

 Including orphan and ‘ultra-orphan’ diseases
► Data

on efficacy and safety limited
► Health gain often modest…
 …but no/few other options for these patients
► Costs

often high…

 …with no really valid comparator treatments
► Budget

impact usually limited

 But how fair would unfettered use be?

New Options for Unmet Need – 2
► Can

we say ‘No’ where the only other option
is no treatment (or best supportive care)?
► Is saving/prolonging life an imperative?
► Is there a ‘rule of rescue’?
► Can we define a subset of patients with
most to gain….?
 …and can we deny the others?
► Is

this the “thin end of a wedge”?

Underlying Fundamentals
► Do







the public/patients/prescribers accept – ?

New is not necessarily better
Better may not be value-for-money
Health-care is not an infinite resource
Rational use of new medicines is an imperative
Limiting use of new medicines is often rational

► We

need to show the benefits of this rational
approach

How can we Decide?
► Whoever

shouts loudest?
► Whoever gets the most publicity?
► Whoever best uses the mass media?
► …all lack ‘fairness’
► BUT what is ‘fair’?
 Equal allocation to each person
 Allocation according to need
 Allocation according to ability to benefit

Healthcare Efficiency
► “If

we can’t do everything, we should do as
many things as we can…”
 “…and get the most gain in health we can achieve
for the money we have!”

► ..the

greatest good for the greatest number
► Is this always the right thing?





…does saving/prolonging a life take precedence?
…should children take precedence?
…should cure come ahead of symptom relief?
…and if ‘Yes’, to what extent?

Health Technology Assessment
► Provides

a logical framework for decisions
► Has to compare many options –
 Different disease areas
 Different interventions
 Different patient groups
► Has

to be as objective and dispassionate as
possible
 …but still with a human face

► Inevitably

produces ‘winners’ and ‘losers’

Cost-Effectiveness Assessment
► What

is the extra gain in health to the
patient over existing treatments? –
 ... longer duration of life
 … better quality of life
 The QALY (quality adjusted life year) aims to
capture both in a single measure
 …which is not specific to any one disease

► What

is the net extra cost to the system?
► What is the extra cost per extra QALY?
 …and are we willing to pay that?

Cost per QALY Threshold - UK
► Cost

< £20K – probably yes
► Cost £20-30K – maybe
► Cost >£30K – probably not
► Thresholds are a matter of choice





Higher would maybe bankrupt NHS (or even UK!)
Lower would restrict access to treatment further
Other countries have different (lower) thresholds
Existing thresholds probably higher than we can
really afford!!

Are there Special Cases?
► The

Rule of Rescue?
► Totally novel treatments in new areas?
► Orphan (and ‘ultra-orphan’) diseases?
► BUT
► What are the opportunity costs?
► What limits the cost of the next new drug?
► Do we still have a threshold, and if so, what?
 …and why?

A Peculiarly British Issue?
► Canada

► Australia
► Sweden

► Poland
► Netherlands
► Germany
► Spain
► …and

now the USA!!

New Medicines or All Medicines?
► New

medicines stress healthcare systems
► Older medicines consume most resources
► A system-wide approach is needed
 Drug utilisation/prescribing
 Real-world outcomes
►Effectiveness

► New

and safety

may well be better than old

 ..so “out with the old, in with the new!”
► Rational

use creates headroom for innovation

To consider…
► Is

this an ethical and appropriate process?

 …would it be unethical NOT to do it?
► Can

we do it better?

 …more fairly?
 …more transparently?
 …more inclusively?
► Can

we work to new ways of matching drug
costs more closely with benefits?
 …and make all treatments cost-effective?

